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PROJeCT SuMMaRY

Sea otters have been present in the Port Heiden area for many years and increasing numbers 
are now being seen. With larger numbers of otters seen, residents are concerned about 
diminishing clam beds. The reasons why the clam beds are declining are not known. 

Sea otters in this area were included in the 2005 threatened listing under the Endangered 
Species Act, and are on the northern edge of the population as it borders Bristol Bay. It is 
believed that sea otters are limited in their northern expansion due to sea ice, and in years 
of heavy icing sea otters will come ashore. Local and traditional knowledge indicates that 
in these years, sea otters will cross from the Southwest Alaska Peninsula to the Pacific side, 
and as a result the local residents have found sea otters over 12-miles inland escaping the 
frozen waters. 

There is no current population estimate of sea otters in this area. Similarly, there is no 
information on sea otter movement, diet, or even where the otters came from in the 
area. Sea otters are an important cultural resource for the people of Port Heiden, and are 
harvested for traditional use and handicraft. Sea otters are a symbol of morals and values 
held by Native traditions such as hunting skills and sewing; family traditions that are passed 
on even today. 

Shellfish in the area are an important part of the traditional and customary diet of the Port 
Heiden people. This traditional food source is a spring delicacy and is the favorite of family 
potlucks. Unfortunately clams are becoming increasingly harder to find, and we have no 
information on how the sea otters are affecting the local shellfish populations. It is likely 
that sea otters are impacting shellfish populations; however it is possible that the declines 
that have been seen are due to other shellfish predators, overharvest or environmental 
changes. 

This project will address questions both on sea otters and shellfish: surveys will be 
conducted to establish a baseline for monitoring sea otter population trend in the Bay 
and local and traditional knowledge surveys will be conducted to identify and document 
important subsistence areas, changes in shellfish and other subsistence resources observed 
over time and sea otter population and trend over time. The information collected through 
this project will provide TASSC, the Native Council of Port Heiden, the Service and others 
with the information needed to make reasoned decisions for long-term sustainability and 
sound management. Our goal is to use aerial surveys and traditional ecological knowledge to 
establish a baseline understanding for sea otters in the Port Heiden area.  

PuRPOSe Of PROJeCT

The primary purpose of this project is to address concerns of the Native Council of Port 
Heiden (NCPH) and it’s members regarding increasing numbers of sea otters being seen in 
the Port Heiden area. As part of this process, we will obtain a better understanding of sea 
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otters, as well as how they intersect with shellfish, an important subsistence food, in the 
Port Heiden area. 

SPeCIfIC gOalS and ObJeCTIVeS

The goals of the Port Heiden Sea Otter Monitoring project are to:
 •  Gain a better understanding of the distribution and abundance of sea otters in the 

Port Heiden Area
 •  Build tribal capacity to conduct scientific and cultural research on wildlife resources 

in their traditional areas and that are important to their tribal members, leading to 
co-management of the land and sea resources

 •  Build a comprehensive multi-species wildlife research and management program 
within the Port Heiden for the active involvement of the Port Heiden people that 
incorporates traditional conservation and scientific principles

 •  Develop strategies on ways to best manage and to coexist with the sea otter that 
uphold both cultural and scientific principles while recognizing existing laws and 
regulations

In order to accomplish these goals, the following objectives have been identified:
 •  Build local capacity within the Port Heiden by: hiring a local Site Coordinator 

to work with the Executive Director on direct implementation in Port Heiden, 
participate in the aerial surveys, conduct the local and traditional knowledge 
surveys in Port Heiden, work with the Executive Director on TEK data analysis and 
reporting. Two local biotechnicians will be hired and trained in aerial survey, carcass 
survey and TEK survey methodology. 

 •  Collect baseline information on the sea otter population in the Port Heiden area in 
order to track distribution and trend 

 •  Document traditional shellfish harvest areas and compare with sea otter 
distribution to determine overlap and commonality

 •  Share information with the community and youth to promote traditional 
stewardship and conservation. 

aPPROaCH

General 
In order to accomplish these objectives, we took the following approach. First, we hired 
Jaclyn Christensen to act as Port Heiden Project Coordinator, and identified our project 
team to include Mark Kosbruk, Gerda Kosbruk and Toni Christensen. 

Aerial Survey Preparation
The Service agreed to provide technical support for the aerial survey portion of this project. 
Specifically, the Service agreed that it would: 
 1. Conduct a training session for aerial survey observers in Anchorage, Alaska.
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 2.  Coordinate the field training session with the Department of Interior Aviation 
Management Division. 

 3. Assist with aerial survey design and data analysis. 

Specific responsibilities of the Commission included: 
 1. Contract for observers, pilots, and aircraft time to conduct field studies.
 2.  Make travel arrangements for aerial survey observers and pilot to attend training 

session in Anchorage, Alaska.
 3.  Insure that all activities are conducted under the U.S. Endangered Species Act and 

the Marine Mammal Protection Act permits.
 4. Oversee data collection, analysis, and reporting for this project.

Prior to the training, we worked with the Service to identify the survey area and develop 
potential survey transects. Doug developed transects every 200 meters apart covering 
Meshik Bay. Based on general survey protocol, we determined that spacing the transects 
1 km apart would provide excellent coverage of Meshik Bay while minimizing potential 
overlap. This was provided to us in Garmin Basecamp format so it would be possible to 
upload directly into the pilot’s GPS, as well as the Data Recorder’s GPS. We also developed 
the survey datasheet and provided that to the Service so that it could be incorporated into 
the training session. 

The aerial surveys were designed to be flown using standard sea otter distribution survey 
methods as described in Gill et al. (2009). Briefly, the objective of the surveys are to count 
and record the location of every otter in Meshik Bay in order to get a picture of sea otter 
distribution and relative abundance. Parallel transects at regular intervals across the Bay will 
be flown at 300 feet, at about 100 knots flying speed using a trained pilot and observers. 
Each survey will require two observers, one data recorder and one pilot. This survey has no 
correction factor and no effort will be made to account for otters that are not seen. Three 
surveys are planned. 

We had originally planned for a local pilot to be used for the surveys. We had envisioned 
that using a local pilot would be beneficial because:  
 - they would be familiar with the area, 
 -  be in the vicinity, making it easy to coordinate with the team and work around 

weather,
 -  ideally, it would be someone that the survey team was familiar with and comfortable 

flying with, and 
 -  lastly, would build capacity within the region so that future work could utilize an 

experienced pilot and benefit from the consistency that having the same pilot 
would bring. 

The Port Heiden Project Team and Lianna Jack attended the safety and aerial survey 
trainings in Anchorage on May 25-26, 2011. Helen Aderman from Bristol Bay Native 
Association/Bristol Bay Marine Mammal Council also attended. The 2-day training was 
planned to include Basic Aviation Safety Training through the Aviation Management 
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Division (AMD) on Day 1. Day 2 would be comprised of a morning classroom session hosted 
by USFWS MMM on aerial survey techniques and the methods specifically to be used in 
Port Heiden, with an afternoon  “fly along” session where Jaclyn and Rick (pilot) could fly 
along with an experienced observer so the survey team could not only develop that search 
image for sea otters in the plane, but also go through the data recording process and specific 
field activities. 

Days before the training was to occur, we learned that A-312 Dunker training was mandatory 
for individuals to fly on an AMD-Aircraft. Doug, as a FWS employee, could only fly on 
an AMD-Aircraft, so using another plane and pilot was not possible. Doug attempted to 
have the Dunker training requirement waived since it was mere days before the Safety and 
techniques training, and travel for everyone was already arranged, as well as spots reserved 
in the B1 training. However in the end, the waiver was not granted since the team were not 
FWS employees, nor Department of Interior. This was discussed with the team during the 
classroom training session on May 26th, and it was agreed that the flight team would be 
Jaclyn, Toni and Mark. We all agreed that Dunker training would be a useful and important 
training for the flight team to have. Jaclyn and Toni would attend Dunker Training in King 
Salmon on June 8, 2011. Mark had undergone Dunker training already through his work 
commercial fishing and guiding big game, so he was covered. We also agreed that when the 
first survey was conducted, the flight team could take time and do some training runs to 
get the mechanics down and have a fresh search image for sea otters. The training went 
extremely well despite being unable to complete the field portion of the training. A copy of 
the training materials are attached in Appendix A. 

Because the Service provided training to our team on the on the specific survey methods 
to be used, as well developing the survey transects, they agreed to cover the Port Heiden 
surveys under their ESA Scientific Research Permit. Space to document any harassment was 
included on the datasheets and Jaclyn Christensen was identified as the responsible party to 
be present on all aerial surveys to ensure compliance to the methods and accurate recording 
of any harassment observed. 

Aerial Survey Implementation
A total of four (4) surveys were flown by the Project Team. Surveys 2 & 3 were flown the 
same day but at different tidal states. For each survey, Jaclyn served as data recorder, and  
Mark and Toni were the observers. They ended up flying with 2 pilots over the course of the 
surveys, Andy Harcombe with Clearwater Air out of Nikiski, Alaska for survey 1, and Pat 
Shadrock out of King Salmon with Rapids Air for the remaining surveys. 

 2012
Originally we had planned to complete three surveys within one year over the course of 
three different seasons. At the May training in 2011, we anticipated and discussed that 
conducting surveys over summer 2011 would be difficult due to local schedules and major 
projects occurring in the community, plus the 2 pilots that we had initially been talking with 
proved unable. In 2012, prior to ice break-up, we began working with Andy Harcombe, who 
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has extensive experience conducting wildlife and marine mammal surveys. He agreed to 
work with us and coordinated with Jaclyn on potential dates. He had to turn back on several 
occasions due to being unable to get through the passes because of inclement weather on 
the way from Cook Inlet to the Alaska Peninsula. He was finally successful in making it over 
to Port Heiden on August 15, 2012 (figure 1) and the team conducted the first survey that day. 
Andy’s extensive experience with aerial survey was useful because it had been approximately 
15 months since the training session in 2011. Prior to the survey, the team held an in-house 
refresher training and reviewed all the training materials, datasheets and reviewed the 
equipment. The first survey was successfully conducted that day and a total of 12 transects 
were flown, starting with transect 41. 

The 15 August 2012 survey began at 1:24 PM and ended approximately 2:30 PM. Toni served 
as the Left Recorder and Mark the Right. Andy determined that his comfort level for the 
survey dictated flying around 500 ft instead of the standard 300 ft. Airspeed ranged around 
100 knots/hr. All other aspects of the survey methods were followed. Photographs were 
taken of otter groups and GPS waypoints taken. Information recorded included which 
side of plane, group size, whether a photograph was taken, any harassment observed and 
subsequent reaction, whether the otter was in the water or on something/land. Generally, 
pups were not recorded. The flightline with transects every 1 km was used and if large 
groups were seen, the plane left transect and circled, allowing for a more detailed count and 
photographs to be taken. Every effort was made by observers to not double count otters if 
they moved around the Bay. See Figure 2. 

 2013
Permitting issues prevented any surveys from being conducted early summery 2013, until 
the FWS research permit was approved in late July. Suzann Speckman, & Fran Mann, 
FWS Sea Otter staff, and Lianna had hoped to travel to Port Heiden in May and hold a 
refresher training, plus work with the team on the second survey, however with no permit, 
we determined that was not logical. Instead, we held a telephonic refresher training 
hosted by Suzann on May 30, 2013, with the Project Team, Lianna and Fran in attendance 
telephonically. A copy of the materials are included in Appendix A. At that point we were 
working with Andy on planning for the rest of the surveys, however mid-summer he let 
us know that due to his schedule and changes in his business, he was not able to continue 
working with us on the remaining surveys due to timing and scheduling conflicts. 

We searched and found Pat Shadrock out of King Salmon and discussed with him the 
possibility of working with him on the remaining surveys. His background with the region 
was impressive - many years flying with Pen Air and very familiar with the area. In addition, 
the survey team were all comfortable with him, which is critical. We provided Pat with 
the survey specifications and the survey transects and he had no problem with any of the 
requirements. 

The FWS research permit was authorized during prime commercial salmon fishing time 
(which caused conflicts for some of our Team), so we planned for the first survey to occur at 
the end of August. Pat worked to ensure that he had everything he needed for the surveys 
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and the Team again reviewed the materials and refreshed on techniques prior to the second 
and third survey on August 28, 2013. Two surveys were conducted, the first beginning at 
approximately 11:00 AM, and ending at 1:40 PM. This survey was conducted at low tide.  
They surveyed transects 1-113, however no otters were seen in transects 1, 9, 17, 25, 33, 41, 49, 
57 or 65 as it was over generally over mud/ponds/tundra. Otters were concentrated and seen 
in only 4 transects, from 73 to 97.  

The second survey of the day began at approximately 6:25 PM and ended around 8:10 PM. 
This survey was conducted at high tide. For the evening survey, they concentrated on areas 
with water, only skimming the dry areas in transects 41 & 49. Otter were observed in 6 
transects, beginning in transect 57, through transect 97.  The same methods used in the first 
survey was used for surveys 2 & 3, including the same transects surveyed (depending on tidal 
stage), spacing, circling groups and approximate altitude/speed. As with the first survey, 
Jaclyn acted as recorder, Toni was the left observer and Mark the right observer.  

The final survey was conducted September 20, 2023. The survey began at approximately 
11:40 AM and ended around 1:10 PM. The survey was conducted at high water and otters 
were sighted in 7 transects, from transect 41 through 89. As with the prior surveys on the 28, 
Pat was pilot, Jaclyn data recorder, Toni left observer and Mark the right observer. The same 
methods were used as in prior surveys. 

Data Processing and Mapping
After each survey, the datasheets were error checked in house and then scanned and sent to 
Lianna in Anchorage, along with the GPS data and any flight tracking that may be available. 
Lianna reviewed the datasheets for completeness and developed an excel database for the 
survey data. After data entry was complete, a second review was conducted to ensure that 
there were no errors in the data entry process. 

All photographs from the survey were forwarded to Lianna, and using Photoshop, each 
group was counted. Jaclyn also counted otter groups and the counts were used as an error 
check for each other. Unfortunately, because of calibration issues with one of the cameras 
we are not able to definitively match photographs to way points. Originally, we were going 
to forward the raw data to the Service to have the data more fully analyzed. Because of 
this complication, the Service and TASSC agreed that maps showing distribution would 
be developed. When the surveys were being conducted, if large pods were seen, sometimes 
POD was noted on the datasheet and photographs taken to allow counts after the fact.  
If a photo could not be assigned to a waypoint with certainty it was left “pod” instead of 
assigning a quantity. 

GPS Waypoints were matched up to those in the excel database and the aerial survey data 
was mapped using Cartographica GIS. For waypoints with multiple otter sightings, these 
were combined and a notion to the Waypoint number (i.e., changing 71 to 71RL in the case 
of sightings on both sides of the plane, or 71R in the case of sightings on the right side of the 
plane). The Local and Traditional Knowledge was also digitized and put into GIS format. 
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Local & Traditional Ecological Knowledge Survey
Local and traditional knowledge surveys were conducted using a combination of survey and 
semi-directed interviews as described by Huntington (1998). Jaclyn and Lianna worked to 
develop and refine basic interview questions, as well as identify the geographic extent we 
wished to use for the mapping aspect of the surveys. Mapping areas included noting where 
sea otters, pups and groups have been observed, where any otter carcasses have been found, 
hunting areas, clamming areas, and areas that show evidence of sea otter foraging. Jaclyn 
worked to identify individuals with particular knowledge of marine mammals and sea otters, 
through hunting, time on the water, skin sewing or other activities. A total of 10 people were 
interviewed, a mix of men and women, including hunters, commercial fishers, skin sewers, 
and elders. A copy of the survey tool is included in Appendix B. 

After the interviews were complete, the responses were transcribed and put into electronic 
format. The maps were digitized into GIS format so that the responses could be viewed 
various ways and that it could be directly compared to the aerial survey data. 

Outreach
Throughout the life of this project, Jaclyn has worked to keep Port Heiden residents and the 
Native Council of Port Heiden informed of the progress and findings. She has also worked 
to keep other interested parties such as Bristol Bay Native Association/Bristol Bay Marine 
Mammal Council apprised of our progress and findings. Sharing and reporting back has been 
an important aspect of this project. One of the activities planned was for Lianna to travel to 
Port Heiden to work with Jaclyn on sharing information. We identified culture week as an 
ideal time to share information about the project and as a way to engage students, get them 
interested in marine science. Culture week was the week of April 21, 2014. 

We also made sure to keep the BBNA board updated about our activities and findings. 

ReSulTS, eValuaTIOn and COnCluSIOnS

Sea Otter Aerial Surveys
We set out to complete three (3) aerial surveys and a total of four (4) surveys were conducted 
over the course of three days spread across 15 months. Because of complications in matching 
the photographs to the waypoints, the Service and TASSC agreed that we would develop 
maps of sea otter distribution in Meshik Bay. This was accomplished and shows the extreme 
influence of tidal action on otters in the Bay. Total numbers of sea otters sighted was not 
possible to calculate, however we are able to calculate a minimum number of otters seen. 
For each of the surveys, conditions were generally quite good for observation and survey. 
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Table 1: Survey Conditions
 Survey date   Sea State Visibility glare
 8/15/2012      2      VG      11-25%      
 8/28.2013 A      1        EX      1-10%
 8/28/13 B      2                   VG-G                1-10%
 9/20/13      0-1                 G-VG     1-10%

For the first survey on August 15, 2012, excluding 1 large pod, 307 otters were counted. Otters 
were quite concentrated in the second survey conducted on August 28, 2013 at low water. A 
total of 401 sea otters were counted excluding 6 pods for which counts are not available. Sea 
otter dispersed widely on the flood tide, and just 251 otters were counted that evening. For 
the final survey on September 20, 2013, the highest number of otters were counted at 587. 
However, given that the number counted on the low tide survey did not contain 6  pods,  it 
is likely that if they would have been counted, that survey would have numbered the highest. 
Because of the nature of Meshik Bay, conducting a relative fast survey over low tide where 
otters are most concentrated may be the most effective way to survey the area provided that 
clear photographs can be taken and traced back to sightings of each pod. 

Very large pods of more that 100 otters were seen and pods of 30-50 otters were relatively 
common. Please see Figures 2-5 for maps of sea otter distribution in each survey. 

Local and Traditional Ecological Knowledge Surveys
Survey respondents for the LTEK survey ranged from a minimum of 11 years in Port Heiden 
to 66 years or more. The LTEK surveys were conducted in 2012, with approximately half 
conducted in April/May, before commercial fishing season began. The rest were conducted 
in December 2012. 

 Sea Otter History and Presence in Meshik
The majority of respondents had noticed sea otters in Meshik Bay (90%) and estimates 
for how many ranged from 200-500, to 5,000 sea otters. The general consensus was there 
were plenty, and one respondent specifically indicated they were getting “overpopulated” 
and would likely “move to another bay” once they run out of clams. The respondents have 
observed sea otter along the coast, in front of the village, by North River. One respondent 
noted seeing at least 5-10 in Boat House Bay (located near Chistiakof Island). See Figure 8 
for areas where single otters, groups of otters, otter pups and otter carcasses have been seen. 

When asked where the otters were coming from, the majority of respondents indicated they 
were coming from down south/Aleutian Chain/AK Peninsula. One individual gave a detailed 
response that they were coming from Pilot Point to find clams. In the spring, they will move 
from Stroganoff Point to Cape Cinnamon to eat surface clams. One individual indicated 
they were coming from the Pacific.

Overwhelming, respondents indicated that sea otters numbers have increased noticeably. 
An elder indicated that sea otters have “multiplied 90-fold”. Responses regarding pod size 
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varied; the individuals with strong commercial fishing backgrounds, indicated that typical 
pods are quite large, ranging from 150-300 otters. Those respondents likely sighting them 
from shore, indicated that otters are often found alone or in small groups. 

The majority of respondents indicated they move to find food, but when asked if they move 
through the year, most were uncertain or indicated they did not. However, several indicated 
that they do move, specifically, they are not common close the village in the summer, 
perhaps due to pupping or their young. 

 Subsistence Harvest and Use
When asked about subsistence harvest and use of sea otters, nearly all indicated they hunt 
or their family does. Interesting, several responded they started hunting them in the 90’s 
when they showed up. Another indicated only it’s been in the last 10 years that sea otters 
have been present in the Port Heiden area. They are most often used to make handicrafts 
such as hats, gloves, pins, ruffs, or other types of gifts. 

 Subsistence Shellfish Harvest and Sea Otter Prey
When asked about sea otter diet, everyone agreed they eat clams, with some indicating 
flounder and small fish as well. The singular answer given for why sea otters are coming to 
Meshik is for the clams. Some respondents shared that they come in the summer/fall, and by 
winter they are gone. An additional reason for them coming included seeking shelter in the 
Bay . 

When asked where they are foraging, people indicated through the bay, big ones in the 
middle and smaller ones near the village. One respondent indicated they are affecting 
the local cockle harvest area. Another person indicated they forage along the spit near 
Chistiakof Island. 

All respondents indicated they harvest clams but that they are becoming smaller or more 
scarce. Some felt the clams were gone. Please see Figure 6 for harvest areas and locations 
where sea otters have been observed foraging. Respondents indicated that there is an 
increase in washed up clamshells and that people and otters do use the same clam beds. 

 Subsistence/Forage Overlap
As indicated in the LTEK survey, there is overlap and competition between otters and Port 
Heiden residents for shellfish. They reported overwhelmingly that clams are smaller and 
harder to find now, and there are more sea otters. Looking at the aerial survey data overlaid 
with harvest areas, it’s harder to tell however you can see that smaller groups or single otters 
were typically seen near the traditional shellfish harvest areas. Because of the geography 
of the bay (and likely other reasons as well) sea otters appear to be concentrated towards 
the middle of Meshik Bay, towards the River, and out towards the sand bar islands and 
Strogenoff Point. However there is correspondence between traditional harvest areas and 
otter sighting in both the surveys and through the LTEKS. Please see Figure 7. 
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For interest, we also mapped reported sea otter sightings and those from the aerial survey. 
Please see Figure 9. 

Conclusions
Our intention with this project was to gain a better understanding of sea otters in the Port 
Heiden area, through a combination of aerial and LTEK surveys. We successfully met our 
objectives as well as strengthening local capacity for marine mammal research. Due in part 
to this project, additional projects and activities concerning marine mammals are happening 
in the vicinity. 
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Figure 1. Flight Path August 15, 2012 - Round-Trip Nikiski to Port Heiden
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Figure 2. August 15, 2012 Sea Otter Sightings and flight path
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Figure 3. August 28, 2013 Morning Sea Otter Sightings and Flight Lines. 
Survey conducted at low tide. 
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Figure 4. August 28, 2013 Evening Sea Otter Sightings and Flight Lines. 
Survey conducted at high tide. 
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Figure 5. September 20, 2013 Sea Otter Sightings and Flight Path
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Figure 6. Local and Traditional Knowledge Survey - Shellfish harvest areas and 
areas where there’s been evidence of otter foraging. 
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Figure 7. Subsistence Clamming Areas shown with High Tide Survey Data (8/15/12 Survey, 
8/28/13 PM Survey, 9/20/13 Survey)
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Figure 8. Traditional Ecological Knowledge Surveys: Otter Sightings and Hunting Areas
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Figure 9. Traditional Ecological Knowledge of Otter Sightings overlaid with Aerial 
Survey Data (all 4 surveys)
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appendix a: Training Materials & Survey Sheet
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Port Heiden Sea Otter Monitoring Project
Aerial Survey Training

TASSC-Native Council of Port Heiden – USFWS

May 25-26, 2011

Wednesday, May 25, 2011
B3 Combination Helicopter/Aircraft Safety Training
Offered by Interagency Aviation Training

Location: 4700 BLM Road, Big Training Room
 Time: 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM

Thursday, May 26: 9:00 AM
Sea Otter Survey Training
Offered by USFWS, Marine Mammals Management Sea Otter Program

Location: USFWS Alaska  Region Headquarters, 1011 East Tudor Road
Conference Room on First Floor
Time: 9:00 AM to Noon

Afternoon Field/Flight Training – Jaclyn and Rick
Details provided at the training
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Quick menu...

Combination Helicopter/Airplane Safety
Description: This course covers employee safety for users who work in and around helicopter and

airplane operations. It combines the following modules: A101, A105, A106, and A113.
This course meets the requirements in OPM-04 for DOI Bureaus as well as the
Interagency Aviation Training Guide. Other topics include: passenger responsibilities,
ground and air safety, flight following, agency aviation policy and procedures, personal
protective equipment, aircraft capabilities and limitations, procedures for reporting and
responding to aviation mishaps, and an overview of critical actions required to increase
survivability in the event of an aircraft accident. A hands-on walk around may be
included if aircraft are available. All employees who work as aircrew members are
required to take their initial B-3 training in the classroom (except USGS, USBR, FWS &
USFS). Refresher training is available online and is required every three years. (On-line
students must also take A-108 to maintain B-3 Training requirements).

Class Type: Conventional Class

City/State: Anchorage AK

Location: 4700 BLM Road, Anchorage 

Directions: BLM Road runs east from the intersection of 68th & Elmore; stay right at the fork; 2nd
door on the building on your right is the visitor entrance

Remarks: Any questions- 267-1312

Room: Big Training Room

Class Starts: 8:00am - 5/25/2011 

Class Ends: 4:30pm - 5/25/2011 

Classroom Hours: 8 

Current Enrollment: 14 

Max Enrollment: 30 

Instructor: Michael Wilson 

E-Mail: Michael_D_Wilson@blm.gov 

Phone: 907-267-1312 

Logon

IAT Home  About  News  FAQ  Help
Contact Numbers
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BLM Campbell Track Training Center

Lake Otis

Tudor

Elmore Rd

68th

Abbot Rd.

Campell Creek Science 
Center Rd

BLM Road

Training SiteANMC

New Seward HW

Dimond Blvd

Old Seward HW Dimond 
Center
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9/30/14 
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Port Heiden  
Aerial Sea Otter Surveys 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

May 2013 

Objectives of the Port 
Heiden Sea Otter 

Surveys 
From the Grant Agreement: 

 Collect baseline 
information on the sea otter 
population in the Port Heiden 
area in order to track distribution 
and trend 

and 
 Document traditional 

shellfish harvest areas and 
compare with sea otter 
distribution to determine overlap 
and commonality 

Objectives of the Port 
Heiden Sea Otter 

Surveys 

Distribution:  map locations of sea 
otters across Port Heiden in marine 
waters and mud flats 

Trend:  compare sea otter 
abundance across years to show 
whether numbers are increasing or 
decreasing 

Trend – the changes in abundance 
    over time. 

What is the difference 
between  

abundance and trend? 

trend 

count 

count 
count 

count 

Aerial surveys can provide 
abundance and trend data 

if completed using the 
same methods every year.   

Changes from the survey 
protocol may result in data 

that are not useful to 
evaluate trends  

No data are better than 
bad data!! 

The surveys are to be 
conducted by a pilot, data 
recorder and two or more 
trained observers.  

Why? 
To ensure the data are 
collected the same way 
each time for better 
comparisons and to 
reduce bias. 

Observations should be 
made with the un-aided 
eye.  Binoculars should 
only be used to confirm a 
sighting or to conduct 
counts of large groups of 
animals.  

Why? 
Binoculars narrow your field of view 
and you will miss otters if you are 
using them for general observations. 

Note sea otter sightings 
where animals are 
hauled out on mud flats 
or intertidal rocks.  

Why? 
Need to record all animals – not 
just those in the water. Make 
sure to scan inter-tidal rocks. 

What does an otter look like 
from the air? 
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9/30/14 

2 

500ft 1000ft 

1500ft 
2000ft 

You will be surveying at 500 feet (152m) 

Was that an otter, a bird or a log? It is a sea otter 

Otters in kelp Otters in kelp Otters in kelp 

How many otters in 
kelp? Otters in kelp 

2; lower one just about to dive 

1 swimming; notice wake, 
head and right paw showing.   

1; notice white head 

How many otters in 
kelp? 
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9/30/14 

3 

Otters in kelp 

1; just dove 

Diving otters (in kelp!) Diving otters  

Diving otters  Otters on the move Otters on the move 

Otters on the move Big groups (get best count by circling and  

then photograph for later verification) 
Big groups (and diving!) 
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Small groups Mom/Pups Hauled out otters 

Quiz 

How many 
otters in the 

following 
photos? 

How many sea otters? How many sea otters? 

How many sea otters? 
How many sea 

otters? 
How many sea otters? 
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9/30/14 

5 

Answers to 
quiz 

How many sea otters? 

Answer: One 

See the plume from feeding on the bottom 

How many sea otters? 

Answer: Zero (these 
are Steller Sea Lions) 

How many sea otters? 

Answer: 8/2 (8 adults and 2 pups) 

How many sea 
otters? 

Answer: 6 adults 

How many sea otters? 

Answer: Zero (these are harbor seals) 

Visibility 

•  1 = excellent. 
•  2 = good. 
•  3 = fair.  Stop surveying if 

consistently fair. 

•  4 = poor.  You should not be 
surveying. 

Instructions for recording data 
in the field 

1)  Please write neatly.  Others may have to read your 
notes several years in   the future when you are not 
around to interpret them. 

2) Always record date, time, and name of observer for all 
observations. 

3) Write the date out (September 19, 2007).  Do not write 
9/19/2007 or  19/9/2007. 

4) All time should be in military time (16:00 hours not 
4pm). 

5) Please cross your sevens. 
6) Do not erase anything.  If it is wrong please cross it out 

and write the  correct entry next to it. 
7) Be comprehensive.  It is better to have more 

information than less.  We  can weed it out later. 
8) Double-check and read back all information recorded.  

Make it a habit to  repeat what a person is telling 
you to record (when your co-  worker tells you 2 
moms and 2 pups just repeat back to them “2 over 

 2?”  Then they can say “Ok” or “No, I meant just 
2.”). 

9) If you think your co-worker is calling out an 
observation/number that is  weird do not be afraid 
to double-check it. 

10) Never be afraid to ask if you are unsure.  We can all 
make mistakes very  easily so lets work together to 
get the best data possible. 
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Date:      Pilot:       Recorder:     

Observers:  (L)       (R)        

PORT HEIDEN SEA OTTER OBSERVATIONS

Field Checked by: ________   Data Entry Date and Initial:       Error Checked Date and Entry:                       May 2011

Disturbance Noted?    Yes    No    If yes, list waypoint and reaction:         

                      

               

Comments:                

               

               

               

Transect:        Start Time:                  End Time:                     

Flight Direction:     

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Sea State:   sea state 0 = sea calm, like a mirror, no waves
  sea state 1 = ripples with appearance of scales, no foam crests 
  sea state 2 = small wavelets; crests of glassy appearance, not  breaking.Breeze can be felt on face
Visibility:  Excellent           Very Good           Good           Fair           Poor           Unacceptable
Glare (Percent area obscured by sun reflection, fog, moisture  on window surface):  
  1-10%           11-25%           26-50%           51-75%           76-100%

SEA OTTER SIGHTINGS       
          Approximate
Waypoint           Left/Right Side           Otters (Adults/Pups)           Distance           Land/Water           Photos?
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Port Heiden AeriAl SurveyS 2013

Overview of survey design
We will be flying in a Cessna 180, with a pilot and data recorder in the front seats, and two 
observers in the back seats, looking out both sides.  The pilot does not assist with looking for sea 
otters.  For the Port Heiden survey, the plane will fly at 500 feet along transects spaced from 1 
to 1.5 km apart, as determined in the field.  The transects will be spaced so that observers count 
sea otters in as much of the survey area as possible, while being very careful not to double count 
(which would occur if transects were too close together).  Observers will count sea otters as 
far as they can reliably see and be certain the animals are sea otters.  By counting all sea otters 
within the field of view on both sides of the plane at the same time, an “index count” can be 
obtained.  This number will also be a minimum population estimate of the number of sea otters 
in the area.  This type of survey is repeatable, and if the same methods are used each time, trends 
in abundance can be tracked over time.

Before We Fly Each Time
Before we leave the ground behind, we need to make sure we are organized, and that we have all the equipment we 
will need.  

Waypoints.  The pilot needs the waypoints for the starting and ending points of the transect lines, and these 
waypoints must be transferred to the plane’s GPS.  We need to make sure the pilot understands the survey methods 
and goals, and the route we want to fly.

Trimble GPS procedures.  This is super important.  Before you fly, practice taking waypoints by walking around and 
recording them.  Make sure you know how to get data files off the GPS and into a computer.

Map sets (data recorder, pilot, & spare copies).  Make sure you print out at least 2 sets of maps with the transect 
lines you intend to fly, so you can get the transect numbers and mark down sea otter sightings as you go along.  The 
maps should be on a clipboard.  Question:  are you mapping sea otter locations, or just taking waypoints?

Survey protocol.  This may help if we have questions once we get out there.

Data forms.  Take enough forms to have one for each transect, and some extras.  Data sheets should be on a 
clipboard.

Binoculars.  Low power, wide angle (e.g., 4 X 12) binoculars work best for most people.  Each observer will need a 
pair.  

Clipboards.  Take one for the data sheets, and one for the maps.

Pencils and highlighters.  It’s often a good idea to tie a pencil to the clipboard using a long string.  Then, when you 
drop it in an airplane, you can reel it back in easily.  

Camera.  Rather than try to estimate group sizes for large groups, it might be easier to bring a camera to 
photograph the group.  The pilot can fly a circle around a group to make this easier.  Tracking waypoints might be 
difficult, but if the camera has a time for each photograph, that might work as a way to match the photograph to the 
waypoint.  Check to see if the camera has a time function or can be plugged into a GPS.

Airplane windows.  Windows must be cleaned each day prior to surveying.  Ask the pilot how she wants to handle 
this.
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Data Collection
We will sample sea otter habitat along transects that are spaced 1 to 1.5 km apart within the area of interest, the 
marine waters of Port Heiden.  For each transect, a separate data sheet will be used.  The transect numbers range 
from 1 to 114, and are printed on the map of Port Heiden with all transects displayed (200 m apart).  Each page will 
need the date, transect number, start time and stop time for each transect, and the names of all participants.  

We will fly transects at an altitude of 500 feet (152 m).  The observers will search forward as far as conditions allow 
and out to the sides as far as they can reliably identify and count sea otters.  When the observers see an otter or otter 
group, they will call out what they see to the data recorder in the front seat.  The data recorder will record all otters 
seen by group size and location on a paper transect map or waypoint number?.  A group is defined as 1 or more 
otters spaced less than 3 otter lengths apart.  The number of pups in a group is noted behind a slash (for example, 
6/4 = 6 adults and 4 pups).  

There is no need to record approximate distances or angles for each sighting.  We will be using a different survey 
method, not strip transect surveys, and so this information is no longer required.

Areas of mud and land along the water will also be surveyed for otters that are hauled out.  Otter location is 
recorded for each group as either in the water or hauled out on land, mud, or ice.  This is based on what the otter 
was doing before the plane got there.

Observation conditions
Factors affecting observation conditions include wind speed, seas, swell, cloud cover, glare, and rain or snow.  Wind 
strong enough to form whitecaps creates unacceptable observation conditions.  Occasionally, the water may be 
calm, but the wind is too strong to allow the pilot to fly.  Swell is only a problem when there are also choppy seas.  
Cloud cover helps reduce extreme sun-glare.  Glare is a problem that can usually be moderated by observing from 
the side of the aircraft opposite the sun.  Rain is usually not a problem unless it is extremely heavy.

For each transect, observation conditions are noted at the top of the data sheet.  Categories for sea state, visibility, 
and glare are listed on each data form.  Select the descriptions that most closely match what you see.  Conditions 
may be different for each side of the plane.

Observer fatigue
To ensure survey integrity, landing the plane and taking a break after every 1 to 2 hours of survey time is essential 
for both observer and pilot.  Survey quality will be compromised unless both are given a chance to exercise their 
legs, eat, go to the bathroom, and give their eyes a break so they can remain alert.

Vessel activity
Areas with fishing or recreational vessel activity should still be surveyed.

Unique habitat features
Local knowledge of unique habitat features may warrant modification of survey protocol.  In the Port Heiden area, 
muds flats will be common at certain tides.  Areas with extensive mud flats or shallow water may have high sea otter 
densities with groups much too large to count easily.  Photograph large groups of otters, or estimate group sizes 
by counting by 5s or 10s.  You can practice estimating large group sizes by counting flocks of gulls, ducks, or other 
birds before the survey.  

Choosing a pilot
Having an experienced technical pilot is extremely important.  Low level flying is, by nature, a hazardous 
proposition with little room for error; many biologists are killed this way. While safety is the foremost consideration, 
a pilot must also be skilled at highly technical flying.  Survey methodology not only involves low-level flying, 
but also requires intimate familiarity with a GPS and the ability to fly in a straight line at a fixed heading with a 
fixed altitude, fixed speed, level wings, from and to fixed points in the sky.  Consider the added challenge of flying 
concentric 400 meter circles, spotting other air traffic, managing fuel, dealing with wind and glare, traveling around 
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fog banks, listening to radio traffic, looking at a survey map, and other distractions as well.  Choose the best pilot 
available.

Data Proofing
After each survey, it is always a good idea to review the data sheets for that day, and fill in any missing spaces or 
make any corrections.  If we wait another day or so, we will forget the details, and it’s important to make sure all 
data are accurate, so review data sheets right away.
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appendix b: local and Traditonal Knowledge Survey
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Port Heiden Sea otter (TEK) Traditional Ecological Knowledge Survey 

 
Name:.     Date:  
Location:     Time:  
Maps used:      Legend:  
TEK Survey ID:       Consent Form Signed? Yes__or No__ 
 
1) How many years have you lived in Port Heiden? 
 
2) Have you noticed sea otters in Meshik Bay? 
 
3) How many sea otters are there in Meshik Bay?  
 
4) Where else are the sea otters observed? For example: are they seen near North 
River and about how many were seen at one time. 
 
5) Where do you think sea otters are migrating from? 
 
6) Over the years, how has the sea otter population changed in Meshik Bay? 
 
7) Can you estimate the sea otter pod size that you typically see? 
 
8) Do the sea otters change locations throughout the year? 
 
9) Do sea otters move to find food? 
 
10) Do you hunt sea otters?  
 
11) When did you first start hunting sea otters? 
 
12) Do you tan or process your own hides?  
 
13) What are some examples of how you use sea otter hides? 
 
14) What ways are the hides traditionally used? 
 

The Alaska Sea Otter and Steller Sea Lion 
Commission  

and The Native Council of Port Heiden 
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TASSC/NVPH	   2	  

15) What do sea otters in Meshik Bay feed on? 
 
16) Why do you think the sea otters are moving into Meshik to feed?  
 
17) Where are sea otters foraging (looking for food) in Meshik Bay?  
 
18) Have you seen sea otters feed nearby, such as Ilnik, etc.?  
 
19) Do you harvest clams?  
 
20) Where do you harvest clams? 
 
21) Do sea otters and people use the same clam beds? 
 
22) How many different types of clams do you usually find? 
 
23) What are the size ranges of the clams? 
 
24) Are they larger or smaller now? Are you finding more, less or the same 
amount of clams as in the past? 
 
25) Do you see any changes in how many sea otter you see, and are they seen by a 
particular season? 
 
26) How long have you traditionally harvested clams? 
 
27) Do you see an increase/decrease of washed up clamshells in your area? 
 
28) Do you see any washed up sea otter carcasses? 
 
29) What stories have you heard about sea otters? 
 
30) Do you have additional comments or questions to the sea otter survey? 
 
31) Do you have any other comments or recommendations to the sea otter survey? 
 
*Thank you, and this information is confidential and a consent form and TEK 
respondents map is attached for name and site protection 
	  


